Consider a battery limited energy harvesting communication system with online power control. Assuming independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) energy arrivals and the harvest-store-use architecture, it is shown that the greedy policy achieves the maximum throughput if and only if the battery capacity is below a certain positive threshold that admits a precise characterization. Simple lower and upper bounds on this threshold are established. The asymptotic relationship between the threshold and the mean of the energy arrival process is analyzed for several examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of power control for energy harvesting communications has received significant attention in recent years [1] - [13] . Though the exact problem formulation varies depending on the system model and the performance metric, the essential challenge remains the same, which is, roughly speaking, to deal with random energy availability. In this paper we consider online power control for a battery limited energy harvesting communication system with the goal of maximizing the long-term average throughput. The aforementioned challenge is arguably most pronounced in this setting. Indeed, it is known that the impact of random energy arrivals can be smoothed out if the system is equiped with a battery of unlimited capacity [6] , and offline power control can achieve the same effect to a certain extent. The standard approach to the problem under consideration is based on the theory of Markov decision processes. Although in principle the maximum throughput and the associated optimal online power control policy can be found by solving the relevant Bellman equation, it is often very difficult to accomplish this task analytically. To the best of our knowledge, there is no exact characterization of the maximum throughput except for Bernoulli energy arrivals [13] . To circumvent this difficulty, we tackle the problem from a different angle. Specifically, instead of directly solving the Bellman equation to get the optimal power control policy, we use it to check whether a given power control policy is optimal. This strategy effectively turns a hard optimization problem into a simple decision problem for which more conclusive results can be obtained (see [14] for the application of a similar strategy in a different context). In particular, it enables us to establish a sufficient and necessary condition for the optimality of the greedy policy, yielding an exact characterization of the maximum throughput in the lowbattery-capacity regime.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We state the main results in Section II and present the proofs in Section III. Section IV contains several illustrative examples. We conclude the paper in Section V. Throughout this paper, the base of the logarithm function is e.
II. MAIN RESULTS
Consider a discrete-time energy harvesting communication system equiped with a battery of capacity c. Let X(t) denote the amount of energy harvested at time t, t = 1, 2, · · · , where {X t } ∞ t=1 are assumed to be i.i.d. copies of a nonnegative random variable X. An online power control policy is a sequence of mappings {f t } ∞ t=1 specifying the level of energy consumption G t in time slot t based on X t (X 1 , · · · , X t ) for all t:
Let B t denote the amount of energy stored in the battery at the beginning of time slot t. We have 1
where B 0 0 and G 0 0. An online power control policy is said to be admissible if G t ≤ B t , t = 1, 2, · · · , almost surely. The throughput induced by policy {f t } ∞ t=1 is defined as
where r : R + → R + is a reward function that specifies the instantaneous rate achievable with the given level of energy consumption. In this paper we assume
The maximum throughput is defined as
where the supremum is taken over all admissible online power control policies.
An online power control policy {f t } ∞ t=1 is said to be stationary if f t is time-invariant and the resulting G t depends on X t only through B t . The greedy policy is a simple stationary policy of the form
The throughput induced by the greedy policy can serve as a lower bound on γ * (c):
On the other hand, the concavity of the reward function implies the following upper bound on γ * (c) [13] :
In other words, the greedy policy is asymptotically optimal when c ↓ 0. We shall show in this work that the greedy policy is in fact exactly optimal when c is below a certain positive threshold.
Theorem 1: The greedy policy is optimal, i.e., γ
It is easy to see that φ 1 (c) is a monotonically decreasing continuous function of c, and φ 2 (c) is a monotonically increasing left-continuous function of c; moreover,
These facts imply that c * is well-defined and more generally
Proof: See Section III-A. Next we establish bounds on c * that are in general easier to evaluate than c * itself.
Proposition 1 (Lower Bound on c * ):
Remark 2: A slightly modified version of the argument in Remark 1 can be used to show that max c ≥ 0 :
Proof: See Section III-C. Consider the case where X is a Bernoulli random variable with P(X = α) = 1−p and P(X = β) = p, where 0 ≤ α < β and p ∈ (0, 1). For this special case, a simple calculation shows that
Moreover, it can be verified that c * = c when β = 2α + 1 and p = 1 2 . Therefore, the bounds in Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 are tight for non-trivial cases.
III. PROOFS

A. Proof of Theorem 1
The following Bellman equation provides an implicit characterization of the maximum throughput and the associated optimal power control policy. The main difficulty in solving the Bellman equation is that the function h associated with the optimal power control policy is in general unknown. However, since we only aim to check the optimality of the greedy policy, it is easy to construct a candidate function h. Specifically, in view of Proposition 3, the greedy policy is optimal if i.e., the supremum is attained at g = b, for all b ∈ [0, c]. For b ∈ [0, c] and g ∈ [0, b], we have
which attains its minimum
at g = b = c. Note that the expression in (2) is nonnegative when c ≤ c * . This proves the "if" part of Theorem 1.
To prove the "only if" part of Theorem 1, we shall construct an online power control policy that outperforms the greedy policy when c > c * . To this end, we modify the greedy policy as follows: whenever X t ≥ c − , the modified policy sets G t = min{X t , c}− and G t+1 = min{X t+1 + , c}, where is a small positive number. As compared to the greed policy, the modified policy incurs a rate loss approximately r (c) in time slot t, but gains approximately ρ(c)E[r (X)|X < c] in time slot t + 1 when X t ≥ c − occurs (without loss of generality, we assume c ≤ x and consequently P(X ≥ c − ) > 0). Since c > c * is equivalent to ρ(c)E[r (X)|X < c] > r (c), the overall throughput is improved. This proves the "only if" part of Theorem 1.
B. Proof of Proposition 1
It is clear that
Therefore,
from which the desired result follows immediately.
C. Proof of Proposition 2
Since 1 1+x is convex over [0, ∞), it follows by Jensen's inequality that
Note that
which implies
Combining (3) and (4) gives
In view of Remark 1 and (5), we have c * < c for any c satisfying
, which can be written equivalently as
One can readily complete the proof by noticing that the minimum value of 1−ρ(c)+ρ 2 (c) is 3 4 (attained at ρ(c) = 1 2 ).
IV. EXAMPLES
We shall provide a detailed analysis of c * for a few examples, with a particular interest in understanding how c * scales with µ as µ → ∞. In the sequel we adopt the notation c * ∼ ψ(µ) to denote lim µ→∞ c * ψ(µ) = 1.
A. Discrete Distribution
Consider the case where X is a discrete random variable with probability mass function p X . For simplicity, we assume the support of p X is a countable set {ξ 1 , ξ 2 , · · · } with 0 ≤ ξ 1 < ξ 2 < · · · . It is easy to show that c * is the unique positive number satisfying one of the following two conditions. 1) c * ∈ (ξ j , ξ j+1 ) for some j and
2) c * = ξ j+1 for some j and
• Geometric distribution: p X (k) = (1 − p) k p, k = 0, 1, · · · , p ∈ (0, 1).
Note that µ = 1−p p . For any a > 0, Therefore, we must have c * ∼ µ log µ . • Poisson distribution: p X (k) = e −λ λ k k! , k = 0, 1, · · · , λ > 0.
Note that µ = E[(X − µ) 2 ] = λ. We have
where the first "≤" is due to Chebyshev's inequality. For any a > 0,
where (7) and (8) are due to (6) ; moreover, which implies c * ∼ µ. We plot c * against µ in Fig. 1 for the geometric distribution and the Poisson distribution, which confirms our asymptotic analysis. 
B. Continuous Distribution
Consider the case where X is a continuous random variable with probability density function f X . It is easy to show that c * is the unique positive number satisfying
• Uniform distribution:
We can write (10) equivalently as 1 + c * ω log(1 + c * ) = 1.
Note that µ = ω 2 . For any a > 0,
Therefore, we must have c * ∼ 2µ log µ . • Exponential distribution:
We can write (10) equivalently as
Note that µ = 1 η . For any a > 0,
Therefore, we must have c * ∼ µ log µ . • Rayleigh distribution:
2θ , x ≥ 0, 0,
x < 0, θ > 0.
Note that µ = πθ 2 . For any a > 0, Therefore, we must have c * ∼ a * µ, where a * ≈ 0.875 is the unique positive number satisfying πa * 2 a * 0 e − πy 2 4 y = 1.
We plot c * against µ in Fig. 2 for the uniform distribution, the exponential distribution, and the Rayleigh distribution, which confirms our asymptotic analysis.
V. CONCLUSION
We have established a sufficient and necessary condition for the optimality of the greedy policy. Although only a special reward function is considered in this work, this restriction is by no means essential. In particular, it is straightforward to establish an extended version of Theorem 1 that holds for an arbitrary monotonically increasing concave reward function with continuous first-order derivative. 
